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iNew Frontiers in Colloidal PhysicsJ 

Shear Banding of Complex Fluids 

Research Center Julich， Germany Jan K. G. Dhont 1 

Complex fl.uids can develop shear-indu田 dinstabilities that lead to non-unifonn fl.ow prか

files and pattern fonnation. Two di旺erenttyp田 ofbanding instabilities can be distinguished : 

gradient banding and vorticity banding. 

The gradient-banding transition will be discussed on the basis of a relatively simple ∞n-

stitutive equation， where the standard expreaion for the stress tensor is extended to include 

the next higher order derivative in its formal Taylor expansion with respec七togradients in the 

fl.uid flow velocity. This tenn is ne田 ssaryin order to capture the large spatial gradients of the 

velocity within the interfaces that ∞nnect the shear bands. The kinetics of the gradient-banding 

位ansitionisおrmallyvery similar in structureωthe Cahn-Hilliard model for spinodal gas-liquid 

demixing. In the ini七ialstag'白 ofband formation there is a most rapidly growing wavelength， 

while at larger tim白 coarseningoccurs. The micrω∞pic originおrthe gradient-banding in-

s七abilityfor suspensions of rods will be di配 us田 din connection with the critical point in the 

she紅 -rateversus concentration pha田 di姥r出n.

The vorticity-banding transition is experimentally ob配 rvedfor suspensions of rods to occur 

only inside the twかpha田 paranematic-nematicregion in the shear-rate versus concen仕ation

plane. E:}中erimentson the kinetics of this banding transition will be di配 us田 das well出 exper-

iments on the internal structure of the vorticity bands. Particle-tracking experiments indicate 

that the vortici ty bands are in weak， internal rolling motion. This is an indication that normal 

str 田S 田 along the gradient direction are responsible for the instability. A mechanism will be p戸r仁かト

poωS吋おrthe vo白dici句勿r-ba叩n吋din略1屯gin凶)J喧s弓taめbi出li句勿rwhich is similar to the well-known elastic instability 

f伽Oぽ，rp卯阿O叫ly抑口me倒:rs併heWei部悶en巾be句:r培7志ge宜島伽e印C叫t

formed due tωo paranematic-nematic ph出 eseparation. 
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